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Standard 1 - Singing - Students sing, alone and with others, a varied 
repertoire of music

    

12.1.1      

I can sing my part with good tone quality.     

I can sing my part with appropriate phrasing.     

I can follow the director’s conducting.     

I can sing with expression     

I can sing with tonal accuracy     

I can sing with rhythmic accuracy     

12.1.2     

I can sing with proper pitch and rhythm     

I can sing with proper dynamics     

I can sing with proper diction     

I can sing music in multiple parts with accompaniment     

I can sing music in multiple parts without accompaniment     

12.1.3     

I can sing in small groups with one student per part     

Standard 2 - Instrumental Performance - Students perform on instruments, 
alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.

    

12.2.1     

I can play my part with good tone quality.     
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I can play my part with appropriate phrasing.     

I can follow the director’s conducting.     

I can play with expression     

I can play with tonal accuracy     

I can play with rhythmic accuracy     

I can play my instrument with proper breath control.     

I can play with good posture.     

I can play with correct articulation.     

12.2.2     

I can play my part accurately and independently     

I can play my part in connection with other parts in the ensemble     

12.2.3     

I can perform in a small group with one person on each part     

Standard 3- Improvisation - Students improvise melodies, variations, and 
accompaniments

    

12.3.1     

I can improvise a melody over chords     

Standard 4-Composition - Students compose and arrange music with 
specified guidelines.
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12.4.1     

I can write music in more than one style.     

I can compose a melody over a simple chord progression.     

12.4.2     

I can transcribe music from one voice or instrument to a different voice or 
instrument.

    

Standard 5 - Reading Music - Students read and notate music.     

12.5.1      

I can clap, count and identify whole notes, half notes, quarter notes, eighth notes, 
sixteenth notes, sixteenth and eighth note combinations, dotted notes, eighth, 
quarter and half note triplets and their equivalent rests.

    

I can read and perform rhythms in mixed meter.     

I can read, identify notation symbols, dynamics and tempo markings.     

Standard 6 - Listening - Students listen to analyze and describe music.     

12.6.1 
 

    

 I can analyze compositions representing different genres and cultures, using the 
elements of music.  The elements of music are defined as pitch, rhythm, harmony, 
dynamics, timbre, texture and form.

    

Standard 7 - Evaluating Music -  Students evaluate music and music 
performances

     

12.7.1     

I can evaluate my performance using appropriate musical vocabulary.     

I can evaluate other performances using appropriate musical vocabulary..     

12. 7.2     
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I can offer positive comments and constructive suggestions for improvement using 
musical terms.

    

Standard 8 - Music and Other Disciplines - Students understand the 
relationship between music, the other arts, and other disciplines.

    

12.8.1     

I can understand how all the arts are similar.     

12.8.2     

I can understand how music is related to other disciplines outside of the arts.     

Standard 9 - Music, History and Culture - Students understand music in 
relation to history and culture

    

12.9.1     

I can recognize examples of music from a variety of cultures and historical periods.     

12.9.2     

I can recognize the sources of American music.     

I can recognize and follow the evolution of American music.     

I can identify American musicians, composers, and performers.     

12.9.3 
 

    

I can recognize the different careers in music.     

 


